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Concept – Energy Park
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Existing site plan:
- Pathway
- Lawn
- Public convince

Features of the proposal:
- Energy plaza/social interaction plaza
- Vendors zone
- Kids play area
- Multisurface plaza for physically challenged kids
- Elders seating zone
- Nature walk around pond
- Jogging track
- Open ground for Durga Pooja Pandal
- Library
- Renewable energy learning workshop
- Fish and bird watching zone
- Youth zone
- Introduction of flowering vegetation
- Adequate garbage bins
- Public convince
- Rolling green for kids
- Seating plaza with solar panel
- Covered parking with solar panel
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- Parking
- Lawn
- Kids Play
- Elders seating zone
- Jogging track
- Nature walk
- Fish and bird watching area
- Gazebo with solar panel on top
- Library and education center

- Public Convenience
- Youth zone
- Vendor zone
- Lawn
- Energy plaza/social interaction zone
- Ground for Pandal
- Maintained garden
- Central solar flower
- Pond
- Plaza for PCC
- Sand pit
- Maintained garden
- Fish and bird watching area
- MAIN ENTRY
- ENTRY FOR PANDAL
- ENTRY FOR PCP
- ENTRY
- Akhada
- Pump room
- OHT
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CENTRAL ZONE: ENERGY PLAZA

Reference image for solar flower & solar light

Reference image for plaza paving
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CENTRAL ZONE: ENERGY PLAZA

- Crystal shape mound
- Green island

Reference image for seating
Reference image for mound
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ZONE 1: WATER

Typical edge section

Ref. Image for fish and bird watching area

Reference image for pond edge
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ZONE 1: WATER

Reference image for seating area around lake

Nature walk for PHP
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ZONE 2 : FIRE

Reference image for sand pit
Reference image for mound
Reference image kids play
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Zone 2: Fire

Reference image for solar canopy above elders seating area

Reference image for covered parking

Reference image for seating area
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ZONE 3: WOOD

Vendor zone

Youth zone
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ZONE 4: METAL LIBRARY, ENERGY EDUCATION CENTER, WORKSHOP

Reference image for collage on building

Library

Workshop
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ZONE 5: EARTH_ Durga Puja Pandal

Entry for Pandal ground

Ref image for Pandal
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Vegetation

Tree:

Shrub

Ground cover